


You have to sell first, prove
yourself first, before you can

hope to develop a relationship.
Leading with the notion that you
can build any sort of relationship
from the outset, is hopelessly out of
touch, but that is precisely what
around 90% of front-line sales
professionals are still trying to do.

But be assured relationship
selling is alive and well, and reports
of its death have been wildly
exaggerated.

I think in order to fully
comprehend what I mean, you
need to imagine a couple on a first
date – think of this in sales terms as
the “exploratory meeting” The two
have never met before, but they
have both done their homework:
They have asked friend’s opinions;
they have checked out each other’s
Facebook profiles; in fact they have
conducted as much research as
possible, so that when they finally
sit down to eat, the conversation is
flowing, and they discover
considerable synergy. But this
early attraction, and discovery of
mutual interests and values in no
way leads either of them to
instantly think of marriage – the

desire to grow the relationship is
established, but they are not
ready to open joint bank
accounts!

Our commercial relationships
are very similar to that scenario if
you think about it: Trust, which is
the basis of all symbiotic
business partnerships, cannot
be created overnight – it takes
time. Don’t ever mistake lust for
love!

You see, on day one of any new
potential relationship, we are simply
in the “Me too” bracket: Lots of
other companies may be bidding;
we have not yet had the opportunity
to demonstrate and prove our
uniqueness, let alone our
superiority.

If we are lucky enough to win
that first order, we establish a
foothold – it is never more than
that.

At this point, we work diligently
to ensure that all of the after-sales
tasks are performed reliably,
efficiently, and on time. Our aim is
to reach that next stage “Me first”
In other words, every time this
customer has an additional
requirement, they call us first for a

quotation. We are not yet trusted
advisors, but we are preferred
suppliers.

Finally, we reach the hallowed
ground – if we have followed all the
rules of engagement, and if we
have continually worked to “earn
the right”. We become the chosen
ones, and we enter “Only me”
territory. We now work with our
customers to define strategy; we
are not only trusted advisors, but
also long-term allies. We have a
relationship, and both parties work
very hard to maintain it, both aware
of the costs of starting all over again
from scratch – not unlike a
marriage!

So in summary, I repeat,
relationships take time to blossom
and grow. There is no instant magic
dust. But when a strong commercial
relationship is formed, it can
provide rich benefits – including
substantially increased profitability
and stability for both partners.

Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE
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Relationship Selling – Don’t Propose
Marriage on the First Date!

http://jonathanfarrington.com/
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JF:  Tell me about KnowledgeTree,
where do you focus?
CA:KnowledgeTree  uses predictive
technology to help sales people
communicate like their top
performing colleagues. We push
recommended content like scripts,
training materials, and external

content to reps when they need it –
in their CRM and their email.

The adoption has been
stunning. Fast-growth, large sales
teams like those at Rackspace,
RingCentral, Virgin Pulse, and
Teletrac are directly impacting sales
results by lifting the performance of

the bulk of their sales teams.  Think
of us as decision support for
navigating a complex sale.  

JF:  In speaking to these
customers, and just from your
background in sales, like all of
us, you’ve seen some

Jonathan Farrington’s guest this week is Chris Atkinson, CEO of KnowledgeTree. And they
are discussing “The Power of Predictive Technology”

The Power of Predictive Technology



The Jonathan Farrington Interview

fundamental shifts in sales as a
profession in the past 5 years.
What do you personally see as
the defining changes?
CA: You’re absolutely right. I’ve
been in sales, marketing, and sales
leadership for 20 years, and the
past few years have seen an
incredible transformation. There’s
been a fundamental shift around
the function of a sales person, the
characteristics of a successful one,
and how to equip these new teams
to be successful.

E-Commerce was supposed to
be the death of sales people. We
weren’t needed because everything
could be transacted via an online
store. And it’s partly true. The shift
is taking out the role of
transactional sales people – the
classic order taker. And we’re
seeing that play out in Forrester’s
data around the number of sales
people working in that low-friction
kind of sale.

At the same time, that Forrester
data is proving what sales people
like you and me know.
Professionals that sell complex or
nuanced products, sales people
that sell into new categories or
markets, sales people that sell into
large companies with complex
buying processes - all of these
require sales professionals to
generate and advance interest and
to guide to close.

Sales leaders like our customers
aren’t sitting on their hands as
these shifts come. They recognize
the shift and are capitalizing on it!
As fewer transactional sales people
are needed, more emphasis goes
to equipping and guiding sales
people to deliver insight, to

challenge status-quo, and to
become trusted experts. 

Sales people that are equipped
to challenge prospects and work in
complex sales situations are going
to thrive in this new world. This new
focus is why there’s been so much
adoption of Challenger, SPIN, and
SNAP sales approaches. But the
question remains, how do you help
your team to be successful in this
environment?

JF:  Alright, so in your opinion,
how does that shift impact how
sales leaders need to think about
their teams?
CA: I’ve asked this question of a lot
of prospects: how many sales
people on your team consistently
succeed in these non-transactional
sales? Or to put it another way, how
many of your non-transactional
sales people regularly beat quota?

JF:  I know it’s not a high number.
CA: You’re right. I hear answers of
20%, 15%, 10%. It’s a distribution
that shows up consistently – 80% of
your bookings coming from the top
20%. The middle 60% contributing
the rest, and the bottom 20%
churning out. 

That leads you as a sales
manager to ask where you can
have the biggest impact on your
team.

JF:  This is something that I
speak and write about a lot, but
what do you mean by more
emphasis from a sales
management perspective?
CA:You have to look at that middle
60% of your sales team. These are
professionals that are eager, open
to coaching, and can, with
guidance, shoot up into the top tier.
But they need support.

I think of some of the top reps
I’ve ever known. They can cook the
best soufflé you’ve ever eaten. A
culinary miracle. But you ask them
for the recipe, and they don’t know
it. You ask them to teach another
cook how to make it, and they can’t
or won’t. 

Now, if you could get 60-80% of
your team cooking that soufflé,
imagine the impact on your top line.
That’s why a winning approach
advised by Maritz, Aberdeen, and
other sales thought leaders, is to
focus management attention on
boosting the results of your core
team. It’s where you can get the
biggest bang for your investment as
a sales leader.

JF:  I couldn’t agree more, but
how do we get more sales
leaders to actually impact the
success of that large middle tier?
CA:The middle 60% of your reps
are actually the most responsive to
guidance. Sales people are
naturally competitive. They want to
get to the top of the leaderboard –
and they’re going to look to
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Sales leaders like our
customers aren’t

sitting on their hands
as these shifts come.

They recognize the
shift and are

capitalizing on it! 
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resources that help them do their
job better. And critically, they’re
going to look to their top performing
peers to see how and why they are
performing.

That’s why it’s essential to
identify what the best reps are
doing well and push that best
practice to the middle tier. Any lift
you can get from the middle tier –
anytime you move them a little
closer to your top performers – is
going to have a major impact on
your results.

JF:  What are these best
practices that you want the core
team to adapt?
CA:You have to look at the reality
of the new Challenger sales world.
It’s an environment where sales
people need to engage prospects
with different perspectives that
confront the status quo. They need
to show value by helping prospects
understand how to advance their
businesses. If you’re not bringing
value to a sales meeting, if you’re
just focused on the relationship,
you’re going to get pushed out.

And the reality is that as an
industry, most companies aren’t
there yet. Buyers regularly say in
surveys that 80% of the sales
people they meet just don’t add
value. In a given buyer journey the
decision maker will endure five
sales pitches, and is likely to
receive insight or value from only
one of them. This represents an
incredible market opportunity for
differentiation. That’s why it’s
critical to equip reps with tools that
help them to add value: scripts that
highlight challenging questions and
data, training materials that help

reps focus on value-creation, and
outbound content that helps
prospects see the value you can
provide to their businesses.

JF:  I see why content is so
critical, but what does that mean
operationally?
CA:So, what are these best
practices? I divide it into two basic
categories: efficiency and
effectiveness. Let me dive in for a
second.

From an efficiency perspective,
top performing reps spend more
time on core selling activities than
their peers. That is, they aren’t
working on things that don’t move
the needle. At KnowledgeTree
we’ve assessed a lot of sales
teams. And we’ve seen where time
tends to get wasted by sales
people. 

One of the biggest culprits –
30% of the average sales person’s
time – is spent looking for, creating,
or tailoring content and messaging

for prospects. Reps are building
emails, presentations, and scripts.
And these custom content pieces
often miss the mark and are
untested.

Why are sales people looking for
or building content? They just can’t
find relevant materials when they
need it. When they can’t find what
they need, they make their own.
That’s why Sirius Decisions sees
that 70% of marketing content goes
completely unused by sales teams;
they can’t find it.

JF: So, you’re saying teams can
reclaim core selling time by
helping reps to discover
content?
CA: That’s right. Reps don’t have
much time. If they have to leave
what they’re doing, search on a
portal, filter through search results,
and hope to find something, they’re
going to be frustrated. That’s why
we found that just 6% of reps are
happy using a sales portal.  

The better approach is to think of
why reps are using content. They’re
using it because it helps them to
communicate value to a prospect.
That could be on the phone during
a call. It could be right after a
meeting. You need to push content
to reps ‘just in time’ as the
dynamics, or “motions,” of the sales
process evolve.  There is so much
noise competing for a buyer’s
attention; reps must tailor
messaging for resonance – and
that is where decision support is
most needed.

Don’t expect your reps to look
for it. Instead use predictive
technologies to recommend what
content would help advance the

You have to look at the
reality of the new

Challenger sales world.
It’s an environment
where sales people

need to engage
prospects with

different perspectives
that confront the

status quo. 



The Jonathan Farrington Interview

unique status of each sale– and get
that proven material to your reps in
the moment they need it most.
We’re seeing companies increase
core selling time by 20% because
reps know what to say to each
prospect.

JF:  You’ve discussed “predictive”.
There’s been a lot of attention
focused on predictive
technology and how it can
support sales teams. Cut
through the noise for our
readers, and tell me what the
effect really is.
CA: I spoke about the increase in
efficiency that comes from
predicting the next logical
messaging action. Where it gets
especially interesting is on the
effectiveness side. Predictive

technology provides ‘decision
support’ for sales people. Helping
reps focus on who to speak with,
when to speak with them, and what
to say. 

Our predictive technology
analyzes positive selling outcomes;
we learn what content successful
reps used and the sequence it was
used in. We apply these ‘blueprints’
to current sales situations using
matching criteria. Sales reps are
served recommended messaging
that is proven to win; increasing
confidence and relevance for
differentiation.  

Importantly, there’s no searching

for content. Newly hired reps aren’t
guessing what will challenge and
engage prospects. Instead, content
that’s been proven successful in
similar sales situations gets pushed
to reps – in the CRM and email. 

That supports the modern sales
team by helping that middle 60% of
your team to message based on
what works in the real world. We
like to say that when you can
predict what messages advance
deals and equip your reps with
those messages, you can help
every rep win like your MVPs.         n

Chris Atkinson is the CEO of KnowledgeTree. 
Find out more by visiting here.
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Our 8-week live, instructor-led online
course is designed for individual sales
professionals who want to expand their
knowledge and practical application of Social
Selling into their daily sales processes.

Why take the course? To create and drive
more revenue-generating opportunities into
your sales pipeline!  Building upon a
foundational Social Selling framework, the
ISST curriculum integrates:

l  Branding
l  Prospecting
l  Researching
l  Messaging
l  Real-World Sales Scenarios

Unlike other programs, our comprehensive
Social Selling training prepares you with a
complete strategy and plan that you can use to
achieve your sales objective. You’ll learn how
to:

l  Use LinkedIn and Twitter to network,
prospect and generate leads.

l  Follow up with prospects at the right time
and when they have interest.

l  Book more appointments.
l  Organize, schedule and manage your social

media communication.
l  Gain access to emails, phone numbers,

social profiles, financial data and more using
business intelligence

Pre-course work, assignments and multiple
live coaching/mentoring sessions serve to
reinforce core concepts and ensure each
student’s success.

Course Start Date: August 18th at 11am
Eastern (United States)

Investment: $895.00 per person – Includes
all course materials, live training,
coaching/mentoring sessions, webinar
recordings and support questions via email.
*All sessions are recorded for playback and
review throughout the course of the
program.

REGISTER NOW!

Individual Social Selling Training Program
Sales professionals using social selling strategies outperformed

their peers by 78.6%. Don’t be left behind!

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=56YDRLNKGYUDW


Dave Kurlan

That's good old common sense.
But if you really want to kick

some ass when you return from
vacation, you'll want to make sure
you do these important things too:

1.   Turn on your auto-responders
and leave a useful message - do
not let it go out with the default note.

2.   Change your voicemail
message.

3.   Schedule the first two days
following your vacation with Office
Time. You'll need it to respond to
300 emails, return 20 phone calls,
and go through mail, documents,
and issues that may have arisen
while you were gone.

4.   Schedule half days of
prospecting time for the 3rd-5th
days back.

5.   Before you leave, make sure
you have meetings scheduled for
the other half of days 3-5 after your
return.

6.   Before you leave, schedule
meetings for your entire second
week back. You must complete that
before you can leave for your
vacation!

7.   If you're like most salespeople,
you have more prospects in your
dead/lost/stuck folders than in your
active pipeline. Contact all of them
before you leave and see if
anything has changed since the last
time you spoke. Let them know that
you're heading out for vacation and
would love to talk with them in
either late July or early August if
they think there is a reason or if
they would like some help.

8.   Make sure your CRM/Pipeline
Management application is
completely up-to-date and each
opportunity accurately reflects
where you are today, what the next
steps are, the realistic projected
closing date as well as the realistic
spend, where you are versus your
competition, and the realistic
likelihood of closing. Also make
sure that the notes for each
opportunity are up-to-date.

9.   Check your task lists, calendar,
Evernote, CRM and email and be
certain that you do not have any
outstanding proposals, return calls,
follow-ups or promises that slipped

through the cracks. It's easier to
take care of those things with an
apology before you leave, than it is
to kiss those opportunities,
customers and clients goodbye
when you return.

10. Identify any prospects or
customers that could possibly have
an issue while you're gone and ask
someone you trust to help in case
you aniticipated correctly. Prep
them and go away without worries.

Have a great vacation and when
you get back, please go out and
kick some ass.                                    n

Sales Pros! 10 Things You Must Do
Before Leaving for Summer Vacation
Are you going to the beach? On a sail? On a tour? To another country? To a lodge? To a
resort?  Regardless of your destination or purpose, make sure you bring some good books,
disconnect from your email and social networks, and actually use the time to recharge.
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Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of Objective
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The increase in angel groups, the
advent of crowd-funding, the

slow but steady spread of VC
money beyond its traditional few
cities, and mechanisms like
incubators make it more possible to
start a business. But as one
investor says, "It has never been
easier to start a company, and
never harder to build one."

One big reason for failure to
scale is the ad hoc process that
many start-up teams use in their
initial customer acquisition efforts.
Because cash is king, founders
have a tendency to accept any
business at any price. As one of my
business partners once told me,
"Frank, if we don't survive the short
term, we won't need to worry about
the long term." But not defining a
firm's core customers is deadly.
Without that clarity, selling is

ultimately a function of individual
heroic efforts in the field, not a
scalable platform for growth.

Here are three things you can do
to build that platform, drive effective
selling, and increase the growth
potential of your business:

First, understand the impact
of customer selection decisions.
Every customer is not a good
customer. A sale represents a
stream of interactions, which has a
domino effect on your business.

Customers always come
embedded with transaction costs
for the seller. Some orders are
easier or harder to process:
stocked versus non-stocked items
in a manufacturing business, for
example, or customers that do or
don't require multiple proposals and
changes in a service business.

This affects capacity utilization:

both the mix of what is made (what
kind of capacity is utilized) and
throughput (how that capacity is
utilized: which production lines, or
the types of people and skills
utilized in a service business).
Orders also affect pre- and post-
sale economics and organizational
requirements: who requires lots of
customization or service, who
doesn't, and thus the cost-to-serve
different customers can vary
dramatically. Together, these
factors determine the net cash flow
of that account, the price needed to
make that customer profitable, and
the margins available for any other
business needs.

But few firms clarify their
customer selection criteria. Either
directly in meetings or implicitly in
the compensation plan, most are
saying to their salespeople, "Go

It's tough to start a business that gets traction with paying customers. Data indicate that
less than half of US start-ups survive beyond three years. But it's much harder to grow.
Even for businesses that attract venture funding, fewer than 6% achieve more than $10
million in revenues and fewer than 2% more than $50 million. 

3 Secrets to Scaling Your Business



Frank Cespedes

forth and multiply!" That's what
salespeople do: sell to anyone
(often at a discounted price in order
to make a volume quota target).
That generates an unwieldy array
of account management tasks that
fragment selling effectiveness,
dissipate the firm's resources in
other functions, and make
profitable growth difficult. To avoid
this trap, you need to make, and put
into practice, another distinction.

Second, Clarify Benefits
versus Status Quo. Buyers are
high-inertia creatures who resist
change. They weigh the loss of a
current usage system much higher
than commensurate gains, a
phenomenon called "loss aversion"
or the "endowment effect." Hence,
it's not enough to deliver better or
more benefits. New products
typically require customers to
change behavior. Those changes
may bring benefits, but they always
entail perceived costs: either
economic (e.g., activation fees), or
learning costs (e.g., using a new
software program), and/or
obsolescence costs (e.g. Seeing
my CD collection as a stranded
asset if I switch to streaming
media). These costs equate to
"losses" in relation to status-quo
behavior.

Unless gains significantly
outweigh the perceived loss from
change, customers will not buy.
How much better must you be?
That is a situation-specific issue.
But consider this: on average,
according to research, consumers
overvalue losses by a factor of
roughly three; and sellers of new
products are naturally biased in
favor of their products and so

overvalue the benefits by a
comparable amount. The result is
often a mismatch of nine-to-one
between what sellers think
customers want and what
customers will (or will not) do.

To deal with this mismatch, you
must answer questions such as: to
deliver value, what kind(s) of change
am I requiring of potential
customers? Is their problem or
opportunity big enough to justify the
change? Can you establish with
customers a credible and shared
language for documenting value and
benefits? And if so, can you then
demonstrate value in advance of
usage (demo's, ROI calculators, and
other tools) and so get prospects to
self-select, lowering your selling
costs and accelerating growth?

Third, Know who your Lead
Users are, and why. Another
option for dealing with buying
inertia: target customers who highly
value the benefits you provide or,
conversely, lightly value their
current system. Identifying these
lead users is often key to growth,
especially in markets where
network effects or social media can
accelerate referrals or positive
word-of-mouth. Geoffrey Moore
called these early adopters
"visionaries" who are willing to take
risks others in that market do not
initially take.

What characterizes lead users?
Despite what you often read on
blogs, there is no simple answer.
And simply labeling early adopters

as "visionaries" or "evangelists"
does not help in establishing target
criteria and planning sales calls. To
identify lead users, start by
understanding what is behaviorally
compatible with the established
usage system. A seller has a higher
probability of success if he or she
can identify customers who are
already dealing with the issue (e.g.,
Intuit selling check-writing and
bookkeeping software to early PC
adopters and accountants) or can
adapt their product in a way that
minimizes the customer's need to
change (e.g., Dropbox allows you
to keep your current means of
saving and sharing files while using
Dropbox).

Notice that all of these
distinctions--high versus lower
cost-to-serve accounts; perceived
benefits versus the status quo; lead
users versus all-others in a market-
are characteristics of the customer,
not the seller. That focus is
essential for growth.

And we should care about this
for reasons that go beyond any
individual entrepreneur's sales
practices. Small companies create
the bulk of jobs in our society. But
most small businesses, even if they
survive beyond three years, stay
small. Job creation, according to
NBER studies, is predominately
driven by the relatively few start-
ups that can scale. They're adding
lots of social value, not only top-line
results.                                                n
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Frank Cespedes is the Senior Lecturer of
Business Administration at Harvard Business
School. Find out more here.
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Tim Call 

This standardizes the way the
sales team assesses

opportunities.

Less Forecasting, More Selling
Of course, if you ask a sales
professional to compile a forecast
manually, you invite them to make
judgments and adjustments. Some
do this with the best of intentions.
Others just can’t help themselves.
Automating the forecasting process
can address this problem at the
frontline sales level. When you
automate the process, your sales
professionals don’t need to be
involved. Less time compiling
forecasts means more time selling.

Your frontline sales managers
will continue with regular funnel
reviews – these discussions are
vital coaching opportunities.
However, rolling up the forecast for
senior management is a task better
left in the hands of sales
operations.

But here’s the catch. Your sales
management team needs to learn
to keep their hands off the forecast,
too.

I don’t know any senior-level
management team that doesn’t
have at least some political
maneuvering occurring. Then
there’s always an individual’s
tolerance for conflict with their

manager. When managers let these
two factors govern their behaviors,
it’s hard for them not to adjust the
sales forecast to either make
themselves look better or to avoid
getting called out.

Can’t Fix It If You Don’t Know
It’s Broken
Why is it vital to keep sales
management from touching the
forecast? When management
makes adjustments, not only does
the forecast bear little resemblance
to what’s going on in the field;
you’ve also lost your key indicator
of sales-process compliance.

Accuracy of the forecast is one

of the best ways to tell if your sales
teams are following your prescribed
sales strategy. When your
automated forecasts are
inaccurate, chances are good that
your sales professionals are “doing
their own thing.” When forecasts
are accurate, you know the team is
managing opportunities the same
way and it’s easier to coach them to
higher performance.

Additionally, whether a forecast
is good or bad, accurate forecasts
are essential for decision making. If
you don’t have a general idea of
incoming revenues for the quarter,
you don’t know whether you can
make investments or need to
knuckle down on budgets.

Once again, let your sales team
manage opportunities and your
systems do the forecasting. And
management should be managing
the business, not the forecasts.     n

Get Your Hands Off the Forecast
Forecasts in most organizations are inaccurate. (Like I
needed to tell you that!) Establishing a common set of
customer-management strategies is an essential step
toward improving forecast accuracy. 

Tim Call is Sales Vice President of MHI Global.
Find out more by visiting here.
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As I'm on LinkedIn all day,
helping technology companies,

professional service firms and B2B
organizations make the right
connections, build their niche
communities and engage with their
prospects (many of which are sales
and marketing leaders) - I see
hundreds of LinkedIn profiles per
day. And, I'd say that 9 out of 10
business leader and sales and
marketing executives' profiles are
worthless as sales and marketing
tools.

Why Most LinkedIn Profiles Are
Worthless...
The real engagement should be
done on the personal side and not
on the company side of things on
LinkedIn because B2B buyers are
looking for real relationships with
experts, not companies. But profiles
are merely a resume. Summaries
are like cover letters and then you
just see a listing of current and past
jobs and accomplishments. 

In most cases, business owners
and sales and marketing leaders do

not communicate the business value
that "prospects" are looking for. For
example, here's the LinkedIn profile
summary for a Senior Vice President
of Sales inside my LinkedIn group -
Get Help with Linked Strategies:

Driven Sales Executive with
demonstrated success meeting and
exceeding business development
targets. Effective, strategic-thinking
leader with exceptional ability to
develop strong organizations and
creative solutions that balance
growth and profitability. Engaging
communicator and presenter with
the ability to win others over.
Establishes expectations and holds
others accountable in ways that
motivates and produces results. Led
new business development focusing
on firms with 5,000 plus employees
located throughout the U.S. as well
as, providing employee benefit
solutions to the clients of national
consulting firms.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
l  Led national sales as the top
producer in 2009, 2010 & 2013. Sold
nine Fortune 500 accounts during
past six years representing over

I love to challenge common thoughts, ideas and practices that do not help business
leaders and sales and marketing executives turn LinkedIn leads into revenue. Today, I'm
challenging how LinkedIn profiles are being created for business leaders and sales and
marketing executives (whether they are doing it themselves or hiring a social media firm.) 

Kristina Jaramillo

Why Most Sales Professionals LinkedIn Profiles
Are Worthless & How You Should Be
Communicating Business Value to Prospects
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400,000 eligible employees.
l  Developed new sales territory in
central and southwestern U.S. that
included 20 states. Sold new
premium revenue exceeded $5
million annually in each of the past
five years.
l  Grew broker distribution channel
by over 325% in four years resulting
in a commission growth that
exceeded $6 million annually.

As a potential buyer, do I find any
"business value" that gives me a
reason to connect, ask questions
and engage with this (insert
position)? No! If I was an employer
looking for someone like him, then
I’d see the value. But as a prospect,
why do I care if had a commission
growth that exceeded $6M annually. 

And, the boilerplate company
information that he puts in the
experience section does not give me
real insight into his "business value”
or his company’s “business value”
either.

Another example demonstrating
how most LinkedIn profiles are
worthless:

Here's the LinkedIn profile
summary for the President of Active
Fund Strategies:

"Jeff McTague gave the best
presentation I have seen in eighteen
years in the business." — Mark
McCarthy, FC - UBS, Atlanta GA. 

I use my extensive background
(29 years) as a retailer, wholesaler,
researcher and lecturer to create
and deliver an investment
philosophy and process designed to
raise the competence, confidence
and production of ALL financial
advisors. What makes my program -

supported by my two websites
ActiveFundStrategies.com and
FundElert.com - different is that
every facet of it is supported by fact,
rather than opinion. 

Over the years, my lectures and
continuing education classes have
been enthusiastically received by
thousands of advisors across the
country. 

“Jeff made one of the best
presentations I've ever heard. It was
powerful, got your attention, and I
look forward to his return trip." —
Mark Katzoff, Sales Manager - Legg
Mason, Philadelphia PA

While being asked to be part of
the training programs at Raymond
James and Morgan Keegan, I also
have lectured for advisors at firms
like: 
l  AG Edwards 
l  Ameriprise Financial 
l  CIBC 
l  Janney Montgomery Scott 
l  Legg Mason 
l  McDonald Investments 
l  Morgan Keegan 
l  Piper Jaffrey 
l  Raymond James 
l  RBC Dain Rauscher 
l  Robert W. Baird 
l  SunTrust Investment Services

Now, this profile summary was
completed by another social media
firm (and I know that because Jeff
has come to us for help). It's not the
worst profile summary as it includes
testimonials and firms that invited
Jeff to speak which gives him
credibility. But, I don't see his story
that discusses his first-hand
experiences with the challenges that
his targeted audiences have. I don't
see his business value and how he

is different from others serving the
financial advisor industry (except for
the fact that his programs are based
on fact not opinion, which we see no
proof of!) I don't see exactly "why"
financial advisors need Jeff's help -
and exactly how he has helped
financial advisors at some of the top
firms.

Although part of Jeff's business is
to get more speeches and lectures,
his main goal is to get more
enterprise level subscribers to his
services and then for the enterprises
to invest in his trainings. Yet, his
LinkedIn profile and presence has
done very little for Jeff. His
subscribers are few - and so are his
firm contacts. 

A Third Example of How Most
LinkedIn Profiles Are
Worthless
The CEO of a well-known social
media firm that offers LinkedIn
profile makeovers and LinkedIn
services started off talking about in
the summary. From there she
discussed how her firm’s programs
work and why it works. She
mentions who her firm works with
and why you should work with her
firm. You see, the CEO made it all
about her firm. She forgot that
prospects connect with you and
your story first - not your company. 

This CEO put an automatic wall
between herself and her prospects
because she's not letting her
prospects get to know her with her
unique story. I don't see her unique
business value as other social
media firms (including my firm
GetLinkedInHelp.com that also
works with tech companies and
professional service firms to build



Kristina Jaramillo

relationships.) She talks about a
unique process but I don't see this
unique process in action with case
studies that shows tech firms that
she understands their unique
challenges - and that she has the
solution.

Because the "business value"
that prospects are looking for are
taken out of the equation in most
cases, there's a big gap between
B2B sales professionals and
buyers.

What a Sales Professionals
Profile Should Be Like:
As a sales leader, your LinkedIn
profile should be the social "bridge"
that has buyers wanting to connect
with you, accept your inmail, join
your LinkedIn community and most
importantly enter into a sales

conversation.
To be the "social bridge" your

profile needs to: 
l  Demonstrate that you
understand your buyer’s specific
business issues and it needs to
clearly articulate how to solve them.
l  Help the business buyer think
differently about how to solve their
business problems.
l  Share insights not considered
before

These are the top 3 things that
buyers look for in a sales meeting.
Don’t you think if you communicate
the “value” buyers are looking for in
your LinkedIn profile, then you’ll

attract more key decision makers
who want to talk to you? 

Along with even more
information on how most profiles are
worthless sales and marketing
tools, my recent LinkedIn publishing
platform post shares how 3 sales
and marketing leader’s profiles
have become a “social bridge”. You
can click here to read my post here.

Now, take a look at your LinkedIn
profile and see if you are truly
communicating your unique
business value. I’d love to hear how
you are communicating your unique
business value.                                  n

Kristina Jaramillo, Founder of
GetLinkedInHelp.com Find out more here.

Join This Week’s Discussion …

There seems to be considerable disagreement about
just how far up the buying curve prospects are before
they are connecting with sellers. Some suggest that is

70-80%, others have poured scorn on this and say
that it is less than 50%.

Please share your thoughts HERE

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY
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The consensus of the other three
members of this group (those

who live near where we grew up)
was that they were in, but it “has to
be easy and informal.” After that
comment, I suggested having it at
the farm where I grew up, about 5
miles from the school.

The decision was made to do it,
and to take me up on my offer.

The event was casual and the

Recently I attended my 35th High School Class Reunion.
Actually, I did more than attend it; I hosted it at our farm. I
graduated with about 115 other kids in 1980, and as Class
President, I have been involved in the planning of all of our
class reunions (though early on, my role was much smaller
when I lived clear across the country). This summer
marked our 35th year, and a small group of us were talking
this spring about whether we would have an event. 

What I Learned at My Class Reunion



Kevin Eikenberry

crowd wasn’t large, but I believe
everyone had a good time.

In the time leading up to the
event, when I mentioned class
reunions to a variety of people, I
received a wide range of responses
(and several in attendance
mentioned hearing the same things
in conversations they had). The
comments ranged from; “I love
reunions”, to “I have no interest in
going”, to “No one will talk to me,” to
“I didn’t like those people in high
school, why would I go hang out
with them now?”.

The point is that it is clear that
reunions create mixed feelings and
emotions for people; they bring
back fond memories and old
insecurities. They refresh life-long
bonds, and might even reopen old
wounds. Clearly I fall in the group of
wanting to attend (or I wouldn’t
have offered to host it), and yet I
understand the mixed feelings that
people have.

Since the event I have been
reflecting on what I observed during
the event, and those reflections led
to this article.

Given the opportunity, people
want to help. Yes, there was a small
group who worked with my wife Lori
and me to plan the event. But my
point is about the number of people
who offered to help with the next
one, and the people who offered to
come back by on Sunday to clean up
(including the person who just
showed up!). Sometimes we think
we can (or are supposed to) do it all
alone. Just because you can,
doesn’t mean you should. Perhaps
you are keeping others from the
chance to contribute and be a part of
something that matters to them.

History is history. All of the
“stuff” that we have from our teen
years is just that – stuff. It is over
and in the past. Think about it; you
can’t change the past. I observed
over and over during the event,
people talking about lessons from
the past, and really focusing much
more on the here and now, than on
the past (whether it was positive or
negative). If it is negative, let it go or
learn from it. Either way, it is in the
past. It is time to move forward to a
great future.

Taking a risk is most often worth
it. I’m sure that some came with at
least a little trepidation; some
hadn’t been to a reunion in a while
and perhaps felt they were taking a
risk. I’m betting (hoping) that all
would say it was a risk worth taking.
I recently read that “old ways don’t
open new doors.” It’s time to take a
bit more of a risk; chances are it will
be worth doing.

Perception isn’t (always)

reality. 35 years can change a lot.
But sometimes old perceptions die
hard. When we come to a situation
with an open mind and a
willingness to engage, we might
very well find that our perceptions
(which can become our truth) aren’t
exactly accurate. One of my
favorite things about this and every
other reunion I have attended is
watching people enjoy the
company of people they seldom or
ever talked to in school (and doing it
myself). I was reminded that
perception isn’t necessarily real
and when we suspend that “belief”
we often are pleasantly surprised.

In the end, it is about people.
This isn’t just a statement about a
reunion, but about life. When we
engage in life with other people, we
are rewarded in so many ways.
Remember that today, tomorrow,
and forever.

You may be thinking that this is a
leadership blog and this post didn’t
really point to any leadership
lessons. If that is what you are
thinking, I respectfully disagree.
Read the lessons above again, with
your leadership hat on – those
truths do apply to your work in
building relationships with and
leading other people.

At the end of the day, whether
you love class reunions, would go if
you could or you’d never even
consider it, I hope the lessons ring
true for you and you can apply them
in your life and work. n
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Kevin Eikenberry is the CPO of The Kevin
Eikenberry Group. Findout more here.

The point is that it is
clear that reunions

create mixed feelings
and emotions for

people; they bring back
fond memories and old

insecurities.
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Book & Contributor of the Week

That’s why more top organizations
today choose Keith’s leadership
coach training solutions to achieve
their business objectives – faster.
A globally recognized authority on
sales and leadership and the
pioneer of executive sales
coaching and management coach
training, Keith is the CEO of Profit
Builders, named one of the Best
Sales Training and Coaching
Companies worldwide for the last
four consecutive years.

Over the last three decades,
Keith has delivered his programs

to hundreds of thousands of
salespeople and managers in
practically every industry
worldwide; on five continents and
in over 50 countries. His award
winning programs not only offer a
proven, proprietary methodology
but a tactical framework in order to
create the desired, long term
culture shift and positive change
companies want.

Keith has written several best
sellers on time management, cold
calling and closing the sale,
including the globally acclaimed

Coaching Salespeople into Sales
Champions, winner of Five
International Best Book Awards
and the #1 best-selling sales
management book on
Amazon.com for the last five
years.

As a leader in the coaching
profession, Keith was inducted in
the inaugural group of the Top
Sales Hall of Fame in recognition
for his outstanding contributions in
sales and leadership development
and was also named The Sales
Education Leader of the Year.      n

Kudos to Deb Calvert for writing an insightful,
highly impactful book on how salespeople can
leverage questions to build trust, establish
credibility and create value.

Her in-depth, field-based research enabled her to
formulate a DISCOVER methodology that takes us
beyond SPIN Selling, the former gold standard for
effective questioning skills.

Because questions steer conversations, sellers
need to learn how to develop them with strategic intent.
Calvert maps out what it takes to put together a
questioning plan. She covers what to ask and when.

By studying and experimenting with the various
DISCOVER question, you’ll be able to understand how
you can best help your prospects at the same time you
create significant value for them. In fact, it’s the best
way I know for differentiating yourself from the
competition. This book is a rich tool kit that every seller
should read.

Jill Konrath, Best Selling Author & Sales Strategist
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Keith Rosen -  Top Contributor of the Week
CEO of  Profit Builders

Keith Rosen is fanatical about your success.

See what other readers thought and buy here
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About salesElement—
the Proposal Software Company

salesElement was founded in 2003 with a single-minded
focus—to improve the painful proposal process. It was spun
off from Dabisoft, a technology and software consulting
agency.

Today, salesElement is a leading developer of customized
proposal automation solutions for businesses of all sizes.
salesElement provides customized solutions that are part
technology and part marketing to give its clients exactly what
they need to allow them to close more sales in less time and
reduce administrative costs.

Our core mission is to help businesses compete, grow, and
take advantage of change. As the most forward-thinking
creators of easy-to-use automated sales proposal software,
we provide unique solutions and services to maximize our
clients' return on investment.

salesElement is staffed with marketing and technology
veterans who share strategic thinking to create inventive
ways to maximize clients' resources in today's competitive
markets.

Solution of the Week

Our completely customizable
proposal software is designed to
significantly reduce the time it takes
to compile, write, edit, and format
sales proposals—leaving more
time for sales and customer
service.

l  How our proposal software
works

l  Make your proposals consistent
l  Get proposals out fast
l  Make your proposals look great

Our Customers
Our proposal software is used by
leaders in financial services,
manufacturing,
telecommunications, media,
advertising, professional services,
technology, and more. Our clients
are forward-thinking and grasp the
benefits that come with
implementing proposal software.

Call Us: 646.837.0767
salesElement LLC
75 E. 4th St #4288
New York, NY 10003
info@salesElement.com

mailto:info@salesElement.com
http://www.saleselement.com/Demo.aspx


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Designing Your 2016 Comp Plan
by Greg Alexander

Are you designing the 2016
compensation plans for the sales
team, or will be soon?

If so, click here and listen to this
podcast. It is an interview with Bill
Sexton, Director of Sales Ops at
Zebra Technologies, a technology
company doing $3.5 billion in
annual sales, with 418 sales reps
and 30 people in sales ops. 

Bill just went through a redesign
of the sales compensation system
at Zebra, which consolidated a
large number of complicated plans
into 5 simple compensation
frameworks.  This was a multi-
month effort which provides us with

many learnings you can benefit
from.

By listening to this podcast you
will hear Bill’s perspective on:

l  How to determine if you are
paying too much or too little.

l  The challenges on setting
quotas correctly.

l  The right way, and wrong way, to
perform comp plan benchmarking.

l  The risks, and rewards, of
providing comp calculators to
the field.

l  How to select, and implement,
compensation automation ...

Read More Here u

Recently a colleague of mine was
asking the sales leaders in their
LinkedIn group for productivity tips
for SDRs (Sales development reps)
who are filling the top of the funnel
with leads for the sales revenue
machine.

Every answer she received
was about a tool NOT a strategy
and that got me thinking.

Have we confused tools with
systems and processes?

Technology tools that help us
sell are the enablers, and new tools
seem exciting - but they do nothing
without great systems in place. For

managed services providers
(MSPs), efficiency and effectiveness
is critical for your profitability and
success.

If someone asked you for your
best productivity tip, would you
share the name of the latest sales
tool?

It’s tempting.
Someone tells you about a tool

you “HAVE” to try?
Create a “tools” test for your

team or company. Set some
guidelines.

No tool can be brought in to ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Don't Confuse Technology with Systems
by Lori Richardson

Read More Here u
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